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Abstract
Despite a drastic increase in the amount of data collected and stored, the exact role that big data plays in innovation remains a subject of a diverging debate. This paper hence employs a systematic literature review and qualitative analysis techniques to identify, analyze and synthesize extant conceptual contributions on how big data drives the innovation process, where this process takes place, and which theoretical perspectives have shaped the research on big data innovation so far. Our findings reveal that big data innovation primarily takes place cooperatively, in the form of open innovation or within innovation networks, and that it is simultaneously driven by a variety of drivers. However, purposeful applications of big data and analytics for innovating in response to existing but unsatisfied market needs (“market pull”) remain comparatively under-researched. Concomitantly, the theoretical lenses of “traditional” innovation management have largely framed the research on big data innovation so far. We coherently integrate these findings within an overarching framework and suggest an extensive future research agenda.
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1 Introduction
The diffusion of digital technologies has dramatically increased the amount of data collected and stored by organizations. In this context, big data in its narrower sense refers to datasets of scope and volume that would require vast amounts of storage and time to analyze with traditional systems and that conventional databases could not control or examine (Ward and Barker, 2013; Baig et al., 2019). In the broader sense, the term “big data” encapsulates both data itself and big data analytics (Nunan and Di Domenico, 2017). Extant literature typically focuses on the characteristics of big data (volume, velocity, variety, valence, veracity, variability, and vagueness), different subsets thereof (“3Vs” or “5Vs” of big data), approaches for analysis (e.g., business analytics, machine learning, data mining), and various aspects of big data innovation, i.e. big data-based value creation channeled through innovation in products, services, business processes, or business models (Chen et al., 2013; Demchenko et al., 2013; Chen and Zhang, 2014; Del Vecchio et al., 2018; Saggi and Jain, 2018).

However, the exact role that big data plays in innovation is a subject of a diverging debate, particularly so regarding drivers, loci, and applicable theoretical foundations. Stating that “information is the oil of the 21st century [whereas] analytics is the combustion engine”, Peter
Sondergaard from Gartner Research (cited in Yablonsky, 2019, p. 16) basically limits this role to being a digital commodity that drives innovation by its mere abundance and need for related technologies. According to Ma and Zhang (2021), big data has caused excessive enthusiasm although related technologies and theories have only reached the conceptual stage so far, rather than the maturity necessary for their practical application. In line with this, a relative majority of 5,700 manufacturers surveyed in 2019 consider big data to have low importance for innovation in products and business processes, while an absolute majority believe that the buying and/or selling of big data (open innovation; West and Bogers, 2014) will play a minor role for business activities (Gradeck et al., 2019). In contrast, according to Scuotto et al. (2017), big data improves both inter- and intra-organizational innovation processes, while Del Vecchio et al. (2018) and Trabucchi et al. (2018) assert that big data represents an emerging opportunity for open innovation. More generally, Blackburn et al. (2017) see the potential of big data to disrupt innovation management, in which it will hence play a crucial role in the future.

This divergence obscures the links between big data innovation and established theories of (innovation) management where they exist and fails to reliably identify where they do not, which prevents further research from being purposefully pursued, appropriately absorbed, and practically applied. Consequently, this paper identifies, consolidates, evaluates, and synthesizes the extant literature on how big data drives the innovation process at the firm (i.e., organizational) level, where this process takes place, and which theoretical perspectives towards it have been taken so far. By doing so, we theoretically contribute to the field with a comprehensive framework that coherently integrates both the individual theoretical lenses previously taken towards big data innovation and our findings regarding its drivers and loci. Along the elements of the same framework, we then suggest an extensive agenda for future research.

To the best of our knowledge, no study has systematically reviewed the literature on these aspects of big data innovation so far, although some recent papers (Buganza et al., 2020; Ciampi et al., 2020; Trabucchi and Buganza, 2019, 2022) address research questions partly related to ours. However, Buganza et al. (2020) elaborate on the big data-based evolution of services, which are only one form of the innovation outcome (the other being products, business processes, and business models; OECD and Eurostat, 2018). Ciampi et al. (2020) entirely focus on the relationship between big data and business strategy, while Trabucchi and Buganza (2019) propose an approach to innovation stimulated exclusively by big data in its narrower sense. Finally, Trabucchi and Buganza (2022) review the literature on multi-sided platforms, which is only one of the common business model patterns (Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2010). In contrast, our paper remains neutral regarding both the form of innovation outcome and business model pattern, distinguishes between big data in the narrower and broader sense, and sees business strategy as one of several potential determinants of big data innovation at the firm level (cf. Crossan and Apaydin, 2010).

This paper continues as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews major theoretical models of the innovation processes to summarize common drivers and loci of innovation in general. Based on these, we derive drivers and loci specific to big data innovation, which we later employ to define a supporting structure for our data analysis. Section 3 describes the literature review method used in our study. Section 4 performs a descriptive analysis of the final article sample. Section 5 presents the results of our literature review along the individual drivers of big data innovation, while considering its loci and theoretical foundations. Section 6 synthesizes our findings, while Section 7 outlines future research directions identified by this study. The final Section 8 highlights our contributions and concludes.
2 Theoretical Background

Innovation is a two-dimensional phenomenon that may signify both a process and the outcome of the process and that may occur at several levels, from a single firm to the whole world (OECD and Eurostat, 2018). At the firm (or, more generally, organizational) level, the innovation process is characterized by sub-dimensions such as the driver (or stimulus) and locus (Crossan and Apaydin, 2010). Different generations of models of the innovation process connect these sub-dimensions in a particular way by assuming a certain stimulus to innovate from which the process would flow in a specific direction (Rothwell, 1994; Hobday, 2005; Tidd et al., 2005). Drawing on Schumpeter’s concept of creative destruction, the first generation or technology-push models conceptualize innovation as a sequential process driven by new technology that linearly flows from fundamental research via applied research, product development and production to marketing. Ever since the first generation, later models have challenged the respective dominant view by re-positioning the driver or locus, or by revealing that the direction of the innovation process deviates or inverts. In this vein, second generation models (market-pull; Schmookler, 1966) invert the prior technology-push models by emphasizing that the main innovation driver is, in fact, an unsatisfied market need from which the innovation linearly flows back to research and development (R&D). In these models, the primary role of R&D is hence to meet market demand. Considering the linear models of technology-push and market-pull too simplistic, third generation or coupling models (Kline and Rosenberg, 1986) conceptualize innovation as an interactive and not necessarily continuous process involving loops and intra- and inter-organizational linkages, which eventually matches unfilled market needs and technology. Integrated or parallel models of the fourth generation involve overlapping activities in different functional departments of a firm and their integration with activities of suppliers and customers (Graves, 1987). Fifth generation models of systems integration and networking (Rothwell, 1994) extend fourth generation models by emphasizing that the learning takes place within networks of suppliers, collaborators, alliance and joint-venture partners, customers, lead users (von Hippel, 1986), and even competitors.

Implicit in all models mentioned so far is the assumption that the innovation process is closed, in the sense that it takes place within the boundaries of a single firm and/or that it is based on proprietary technology and intellectual assets. The open innovation paradigm or model (Chesbrough, 2003; West and Bogers, 2014) changes this assumption by explicitly embracing insourcing and/or outsourcing of technology and intellectual assets, spin-offs, and both internal and external paths to the market. Finally, the triple helix model (Etzkowitz, 2008) takes the stakeholder view to propose that innovation occurs through complex and repeating interactions among academia (universities), industry (enterprises), and government.

In sum, the driver of the innovation process in general can be internal (available resources including technology and knowledge), external (a market opportunity), or a coupling (match) of internal with external drivers. As for the loci, innovation can occur within a single firm or a network, which may include some or all collaborating firms, suppliers, partners, and customers. We conceptualize open and triple helix innovation as special cases of innovation taking place in networks. The former is characterized by insourcing and outsourcing of intellectual property, spin-offs and/or external ways to the market, the latter by repeating interactions among universities, enterprises, and governments.

Like innovation in general, big data innovation is a two-dimensional phenomenon that includes a process (Coussenent et al., 2017; Del Vecchio et al., 2018; Kayser et al., 2018; Bresciani et al., 2021) and the outcome of the process that may take any form, be it a product (Langevin, 2019), service (Troilo et al., 2017; Gao et al., 2020), business process (Liu et al., 2019) or business model.
(Seggie et al., 2017; Sorescu, 2017; Chen, 2019; Trabucchi and Buganza, 2020). Analogously, the process of big data innovation is characterized by the sub-dimensions driver (or stimulus) and locus. However, drivers of big data innovation are idiosyncratic (Table 1), given that we distinguish between big data in the narrower (only datasets of unprecedentedly large scope and volume) and the broader sense (which additionally encapsulates big data analytics).

Table 1: Drivers of big data innovation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Driver</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resource push</td>
<td>Big data in its narrower sense is a “digital raw material” that stimulates innovation by its mere presence and potential to generate value (“data push innovation”; Trabucchi and Buganza, 2020).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big data pull</td>
<td>The need to make big data in its narrower sense actionable stimulates innovation in technologies and tools for descriptive, diagnostic, predictive, and/or prescriptive analytics (Fleckenstein and Fellows, 2018).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology push</td>
<td>Invention (i.e., the first-ever occurrence of an idea for a product, process, or solution; OECD and Eurostat, 2018) in big data analytics or technology (i.e., big data in its broader sense) stimulates the innovation process to satisfy some previously latent market needs (cf. Saheb and Saheb, 2020).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market pull</td>
<td>Recognized but unsatisfied market needs stimulate purposeful innovation in big data technology and analytics (cf. Wright et al., 2019), i.e., big data innovation is “pulled” by the market.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coupling</td>
<td>Big data innovation is driven by the attempt to match market needs on one side and big data and analytics on the other (“affordances”; De Luca et al., 2021).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Loci of big data innovation are robust to the different meanings of the term big data, so they mirror the loci of innovation in general (Table 2). Note that neither drivers nor loci of big data innovation presume any specific model of the innovation process since drivers are generally and loci largely applicable irrespectively thereof. For example, the “closed/ambiguous” locus fits any of the first three generation models and “network” any of the subsequent ones.

3 Method

This paper employs a systematic literature review as a transparent, elaborate, and replicable method for the identification, evaluation, and synthesis of extant research (Tranfield et al., 2003; Rousseau et al., 2008; Hodgkinson and Ford, 2014; Fink, 2013). In line with best practices (ibid), we perform our review in the following stages.

3.1 Planning and Execution

Rather than to a single method, systematic reviews refer to a family of methods that aim at drawing holistic conclusions from the literature being reviewed (Boaz et al., 2006). In line with our research question, we aimed at extracting prior conceptual contributions regardless of whether the respective publication is conceptual, empirical, or a literature review. We exclusively aimed at business/management literature and therefore chose ProQuest's ABI/Inform Collection as the academic database to search in, for it is the most comprehensive database of business literature.
Table 2: Loci of big data innovation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Locus</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Closed/Ambiguous</td>
<td>Big data innovation takes place within a single firm and/or with its proprietary knowledge/technology; alternatively, the locus is ambiguous in the sense that more than one locus may apply (cf. Johnson et al., 2017).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network</td>
<td>Big data innovation takes place in a network of collaborators, partners, suppliers, and factual or potential customers; network actors share either or both big data in the narrower sense and big data analytics/technology (cf. De Luca et al., 2021).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open</td>
<td>A special case of big data innovation in networks based on financial transactions for insourcing and/or outsourcing of big data and analytics/technology (cf. Fortunato et al., 2017; Del Vecchio et al., 2018).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triple Helix</td>
<td>A special case of big data innovation in networks characterized by repeating interactions among universities, industry, and government (cf. Kim and Lee, 2016).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Gusenbauer and Haddaway, 2020; Gusenbauer, 2022). Given that titles and abstracts are good proxies of a publication’s content (Abrahamson and Eisenman, 2008), we searched for publications that contain either the keyword “big data” or “innovation*” in the title and the other keyword either in the title or in the abstract. We searched only for peer-reviewed articles in English published in scholarly journals. No restrictions regarding publication dates were set. Further, we decided to exclude the following items:

- Editorials, opinion papers, and transcripts of interviews or panel sessions.
- Papers in which the keywords are used in a context different from ours, e.g., in which big data analytics such as data mining is used to answer a research question related to innovation in general but not to big data innovation.
- Papers on big data innovation without findings pertinent to its drivers and loci.

Eventually, the search query in ABI/Inform was executed on November 17, 2021, and retrieved a raw sample of 138 items.

3.2 Quality Assurance

We removed one duplicate and read abstracts and partly full texts of the remaining 137 articles to eliminate 68 false positives, i.e., articles that meet the exclusion criteria. Each researcher performed this task independently. Subsequently, we discussed divergent opinions until a unanimous decision had been made. One of the remaining articles was retracted while our paper was in the publishing process and was hence retroactively eliminated. Eventually, we arrived at a final sample of 68 articles.

The final sample was cross-checked with Scopus, where we did not find 33 of 68 articles in the sample, which reinforces our decision to use ABI/Inform.

http://www.open-jim.org
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0
3.3 Analysis

Given that we aim at a conceptual consolidation and that the collected data (article full texts and extracted main findings) are qualitative, we applied the qualitative analysis techniques of pattern matching and explanation building (Yin, 2014). Pattern matching compares empirically based patterns with the patterns predicted before the data collection (ibid). In our case, it was used to verify and eventually confirm the drivers and loci of big data innovation identified initially (Tables 1 and 2). Subsequently, the final sample was categorized two-dimensionally (i.e., each article was assigned to one driver and one locus) according to the respective main findings (Table 3). Each researcher performed the categorization independently, divergences were discussed, and a unanimous common decision reached. The categorization and article metadata served later as the base for performing our descriptive analysis.

In most cases, the categorization proved straightforward; in ambiguous cases, additional literature was consulted. For example, articles that mention or allude to dynamic capabilities were categorized as “coupling” since dynamic capabilities refer to the building and recombining of knowledge, technology, and resources to sense and seize opportunities arising from a changing environment (Teece et al., 1997). Similarly, a process of big data innovation resembling the technology-organization-environment (TOE) model was assigned to the locus category “network” (unless special cases of open or triple helix innovation were recognized), since the TOE model refers to technologies internal and external to the focal firm (Tornatzky and Fleischer, 1990).

Explanation building is narrative and iterative. It starts from an initial explanation that is repeatedly revised until it eventually matches all data collected (Yin, 2014). In our case, it was used to explain the main findings on each driver of big data innovation separately, along the article categories built, while taking account of loci and theoretical perspectives used.

Table 3: Two-dimensional categorization of the final sample over drivers and loci

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource Push</th>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Open</th>
<th>Triple Helix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Closed/Ambiguous</td>
<td>Sorescu (2017); van den Broek and van Veenstra (2018); von Grafenstein et al. (2019)</td>
<td>Mann (2018); Trabucchi and Buganza (2020); Trabucchi et al. (2018)</td>
<td>Mastrangelo (2018); Nayar and Nayar (2014); Xu et al. (2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology Push</td>
<td>Akpan et al. (2021); Bharati and Chaudhury (2019); Chai and Shih (2017); Chen (2018); Troilo et al. (2017)</td>
<td>Akhtar et al. (2019); Chen (2019)</td>
<td>Gao et al. (2020)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.4 Synthesis

Finally, we synthesized our findings within a framework that we have derived from OECD and Eurostat (2018) and Crossan and Apaydin (2010). This framework considers the environment of big data innovation, its determinants at the individual, organizational and processual levels, as well as its both dimensions process (including subdimensions driver and locus) and outcome. We employed the explanatory synthesis method since it is particularly useful in fragmented and methodologically diverse fields such as business/management and because it stresses the role of theory and makes it explicit (Rousseau et al., 2008).

4 Descriptive Analysis

The oldest two articles in the final sample were published in 2014. The number of publications rapidly increased from 2016 to 2019, the year with the highest publication frequency (19 articles; Figure 1). Our database query was executed in November 2021 and consequently cannot include articles published later that year. Nevertheless, the sample distribution suggests a decreasing publication activity since 2019. A potential explanation for this may be a temporal shift of research priorities due to the Covid-19 pandemic or a gradual saturation of the research topic.

The articles in the final sample have been published by a total of 175 authors, multiple occurrences included. Each author’s country of affiliation at the time of publication was counted once, irrespective of whether first, second, or corresponding author. If an author had multiple affiliations, each of them was counted. The largest share of authors is affiliated in Italy (17%), followed by the US (14%) and China (13%; Figure 2).

This sharply contradicts the geographical distribution of big data patent applications. According to Saheb and Saheb (2020), 78% of patent applications is filed in China and 8% in the US,
whereas no big data patent applications were filed in Italy. Different propensity to collaboratively publish may partly explain why authors affiliated in Italy are comparatively overrepresented. For articles authored by at least one person affiliated in Italy, the average number of authors with Italian affiliations is 3.2 compared to 1.6 in the case of the US. However, this ratio is 2.5 in the case of China, so it fails to explain why authors affiliated in China are heavily underrepresented. The publication language is more likely an explanation here since most big data researchers affiliated in China presumably prefer to publish in Mandarin rather than in English. In line with this, our brief search with the same keywords in the Chinese Social Sciences Citation Index (CSSCI; http://cssci.nju.edu.cn) retrieved a raw sample of 183 publications on big data innovation in Mandarin.

The distribution of the final sample over categories of drivers and loci is presented in Figure 3. This distribution identifies coupling as the single driver of big data innovation most frequently occurring in extant literature (27 articles), with market pull and technology push being jointly
second (13 each). Resource push and big data pull are elaborated on less frequently (9 and 6 articles, respectively).

**Figure 3.** Distribution of the final sample over drivers and loci

One thing should be noted here, however. Resource push, big data pull, and technology push are *endogenous* drivers in the sense that they all imply the stimulus to innovate residing internally in the mere existence of big data (resource push), which pulls technological innovation in analytics (big data pull) so as to be commonly pushed to the market (technology push). All endogenous drivers combined account for the biggest share of literature (28 articles) in the final sample. Market pull (13 articles) represents *exogeneous* innovation stimulus residing in unsatisfied market needs, whereas coupling (27 articles) represents the dynamic interplay of exogenous and endogenous stimuli. In other words, the less mere data and analytics and the more market need are involved, the fewer articles are there in the final sample.

As for loci, a closed/ambiguous innovation process is rather an exception (18 articles) since most articles depict big data innovation as a cooperative process that takes place either in networks (20 articles), in the form of open innovation (10 articles), or in triple helix constellations (20 articles).

5 **Drivers of Big Data Innovation**

5.1 **Resource Push**

In the simplest scenario, big data serves as a digital raw material that stimulates innovation by its mere presence and (assumed) potential to generate value through “data push innovation” (Trabucchi and Buganza, 2020). From extant literature, sharing in innovation networks appears to be the dominant option for resource push, in which two or more organizations combine their big data to innovate (van den Broek and van Veenstra, 2018; von Grafenstein et al., 2019), particularly so new or improved business models (Sorescu, 2017). As a special case of resource push in networks, sharing occurs according to the triple helix model (Nayar and Nayar, 2014; Mastrangelo, 2018; Xu et al., 2020). For the innovative capacity of actors to increase through sharing, however, unconnected islands of big data need to be connected (Mastrangelo, 2018), for which “small data” that provide deeper, contextual insights may be particularly beneficial (Xu et al., 2020). The hypothesis that big data is a non-rivalrous good as proposed by OECD (2015) and echoed in von Grafenstein et al. (2019) – so that sharing provides value to the receiver
without diminishing the value for the provider – is partly objected to. Taking a political economy perspective, Mann (2018) claims that many development projects in Africa extract data for expert analysis in developed countries, which ultimately deprives African countries from a source of knowledge, revenue, and power.

Alternatively, an organization may sell big data to others (Trabucchi et al., 2018; Trabucchi and Buganza, 2020) rather than share it. This implies open innovation (Chesbrough, 2003) and should therefore be understood more generally, as trading big data, which may include either or both outbound open innovation (outsourcing/selling) or inbound open innovation (insourcing/buying; West and Bogers, 2014).

In sum, extant literature implies two generic strategies for big data innovation driven by resource push, sharing and trading. Using big data within a single organization to innovate on its own as a potential third generic strategy is not explicitly depicted yet not explicitly denied either. These three generic strategies are not mutually exclusive and could hence be mixed. While sharing “raw” big data is the most frequently depicted strategic option, it simultaneously raises issues of incentives and governance. Particularly in the EU, there are more obstacles to than incentives for sharing big data (von Grafenstein et al., 2019), which forces firms to balance potential gains and compliance with data protection legislation. Big data governance is hence highly dependent on regulatory pressures (van den Broek and van Veenstra, 2018), which clearly frames big data innovation with institutional theory (Scott, 2014) and isomorphic pressures to comply with the rules and beliefs prevailing in the environment. However, beyond institutional theory and irrespectively of the generic strategy pursued, theoretical foundations of resource-pushed big data innovation have been barely elaborated on so far.

5.2 Big Data Pull

Big data provides opportunities for organizations to learn and take well-informed (or at least better-informed) actions, but it is inactive and has no value in and of itself (Yamamoto and Lloyd, 2019). The need to make big data actionable through context and presentation pulls – i.e., drives or stimulates – innovation in technologies and tools for accessing, collecting, and managing big data for descriptive (“What happened?”), diagnostic (“Why did it happen?”), predictive (“What will happen?”), and prescriptive analytics (“How can we make it happen?”; Fleckenstein and Fellows, 2018). Consequently, extant literature particularly stresses the need for new or improved analytics for marketing, digital platforms, and Internet of Things (IoT) services.

Marketing already heavily relies on digital infrastructure to increase the speed, scale, adaptability, and precision of content management, advertising, and customer relationship management (Grimpe et al., 2017). Further innovation in big data analytics is required to provide just-in-time information feeding of agile marketing (constant validation of ideas about new features, products, or services with customer feedback) on an ongoing, large scale (“big testing”; Yamamoto and Lloyd, 2019). In particular, analysis of big data from social media may help manufacturers of health/organic foods to increase sales through constant improvement of their products according to customers' expectations, preferences, sentiments, and perceptions (Masih and Joshi, 2021). Additionally, big data-based swarm intelligence machine learning may be applied to churn management, i.e., managerial decision-making regarding customers who are considering leaving a given company's customer base (Kozak et al., 2021). Innovation in analytics applied to digital platforms may assist companies in identifying and seizing opportunities that latently exist in big data and hence compete on the ability to successfully leverage it. For example, dating sites should have sophisticated matching mechanisms, search engines should correctly predict consumers' interests, and e-commerce portals should effectively suggest items of complementary interest to buyers.
According to one half of the articles in the subsample, the development of new or improved technologies and analytical tools takes place cooperatively, in networks (Nuccio and Guerzoni, 2019; Masih and Joshi, 2021), or in the form of open innovation (cloud-based services for big data analytics; Ajimoko, 2018). The other half of articles on big data pull do not explicitly advocate cooperation, yet they at least employ publicly available customer data (Kozak et al., 2021), IoT (Liu and Liu, 2019), and social media (Yamamoto and Lloyd, 2019) to answer the respective research question.

The diffusion of innovations theory (Rogers, 2003) is the major theoretical frame for big data pull. In this context, extant literature stresses the role of determinants of innovation diffusion such as executives’ support (Ajimoko, 2018), positive and active enterprise culture (Liu and Liu, 2019), or dynamic capabilities (Kozak et al. 2017). In addition, several sources in this subsample refer to the resource-based theory of the firm (Barney, 1991) by asserting or implying that new or improved big data technologies/tools may provide a source of competitive advantage for the firms which use them (Ajimoko, 2018; Nuccio and Guerzoni, 2019; Yamamoto and Lloyd, 2019; Kozak et al., 2021). However, this is open to debate given that a company can gain a sustainable advantage over its rivals only by having proprietary technology that they cannot have. In contrast, big data technology and analytics are likely to diffuse until they eventually become an infrastructural technology in the sense of Carr (2003).

5.3 Technology Push

Technology push refers to the innovation process triggered by the invention in big data analytics or technology, which is eventually converted into new products or services to satisfy some previously latent market needs. Given that invention can legally be protected through patents, dominant themes in this subsample are big data patent output, potential areas of the patent application, and factors supportive of their assimilation.

Most big data patents pertain to information retrieval, database structures, and file system structures within the fields of computer science and medicine (Saheb and Saheb, 2020). A vast majority of 78% of patent applications is filled in China. The second largest number of applications is filled in the US (8%) and the third largest in South Korea (7%), with all other jurisdictions contributing less than 0.5% each. The links between patent applications and academic work are weak since only approx. 14% of patent applications in the US and less than 1% in China cite scientific articles (ibid). No academic work subject to our review has attempted to explain these spatial patterns in big data patent activity. Generally, however, Lin et al. (2020) frame big data patent activity by upper echelons theory (Hambrick and Mason, 1984) and social network theory (Freeman, 1978) to prove that patent output is determined by managerial power and the centrality of a given firm within research and innovation networks. In addition, Zhang et al. (2019) reveal an invertedly U-shaped relationship between patent output and the path length from a firm’s knowledge to the knowledge of its partners in an innovation network.

The articles on big data patent applications either conceptualize potential use cases or report first use cases worthwhile mimicking. These cases include the transformation of business models (Chen, 2019), genomic sequencing (Frizzo-Barker and Chow-White, 2014), resource usage in medical institutions (Chen, 2018), steering of business activities during lockdowns caused by Covid-19 and potentially future pandemics (Akpan et al., 2021), and replacement of traditional
by big data-based statistics in the tourism industry (Iorio et al., 2020). Methods of big data analytics seem to have already found their way into academic research as well, which is implied by their application in several articles in our final sample (e.g., Zhang et al., 2019; Saheb and Saheb, 2020) as well as in 15 of false positives that apply big data analytic to answer research questions unrelated to ours. However, in the context of scientific research, Chai and Shih (2017) warn of too high a reliance on big data analytics and urge to use it as a supplement to existing methods, rather than as a substitute.

Successful assimilation of big data patents is contingent upon legal regulations (Frizzo-Barker and Chow-White, 2014), organizational culture, structures, processes, roles, and capabilities (Troilo et al., 2017), and social capital of a firm, particularly trusted and reliable relationships with business partners (Bharati and Chaudhury, 2019). Within alliances and joint ventures, the assimilation is positively affected by the personal power of key actors (expert power and referent power) but negatively by their position power (coercive and manipulative; Akhtar et al., 2019). In addition, new, big data-related professions are required, such as data scientist and data analyzers (Iorio et al., 2020). Ultimately, Gao et al. (2020) propose that hosting big data applications in containerized clouds would reduce the complexity of deployment and operation and thus accelerate diffusion and assimilation.

In sum, extant research on technologically pushed big data innovation focuses either on the trigger of the process (i.e., patents) or its end (areas of potential application and facilitators of successful assimilation). Integrative frameworks are missing, equally so empirical studies about the core of the process, i.e., the development of big data innovations that truly meet some latent market needs.

5.4 Market Pull

Market pull as a driver corresponds to a purposeful application of big data and analytics to innovate in response to market opportunities arising from known but unsatisfied needs of enterprises and/or society (Wright et al., 2019). The literature on this driver is essentially bisected in empirical studies, which elaborate on big data innovation successfully catering to recognized market needs, and conceptual papers, which identify market needs yet to be catered to.

Empirical studies focus on making use of big data from social media to satisfy general social needs such as precision public health (McGregor, 2018), affordable foods for the poor (Dubé et al., 2018), responsible innovation of digital platforms (Liu et al., 2019), or the needs of enterprises to generate (additional) value. Specifically, data from social media may be employed to design TV shows (Fortunato et al., 2017), identify lead users, and generate ideas for innovation in the entertainment industry by analyzing the whole population rather than samples of users (Somoza Sanchez et al., 2018), or to incorporate only constructive consumers’ feedback in the innovation process (Coussement et al., 2017).

Conceptual papers assert that market opportunities for big data-driven innovation to generate business value abound (Kayser et al., 2018), particularly in agriculture (Sonka, 2016), sustainable supply chain innovation (Rodriguez and Da Cunha, 2018), mitigation and containment of epidemics (Sollins, 2019), or (B2B) marketing (Pricop and Orzan, 2018; Wright et al., 2019). Prominent channels to generate business value are the rapid verification of managerial hypotheses and adaptation of business models (Seggie et al., 2017), optimization of processes and resource deployment (Rodriguez and Da Cunha, 2018; Sollins, 2019), and/or improved (real-time) decision making (Sonka, 2016; Pricop and Orzan, 2018; Wright et al., 2019).

Major challenges result from security and privacy requirements (Sollins, 2019) and the mere characteristics of big data (volume, velocity, variety, valence, veracity, variability, and vagueness),
both of which impede the integration of big data into the organizational culture, flows and processes (Pricop and Orzan, 2018). In addition, knowledge, resources, and capabilities needed to innovate are scattered across many actors since the literature on market pull sees the process of big data innovation to take place cooperatively, be it in networks (Coussement et al., 2017; Kayser et al., 2018; Pricop and Orzan, 2018; Rodriguez and Da Cunha, 2018; Somoza Sanchez et al., 2018), as open innovation (Fortunato et al., 2017; Wright et al., 2019) or in triple helix ecosystems (Sonka, 2016; Dubé et al., 2018; McGregor, 2018; Liu et al., 2019; Sollins, 2019). Especially Sonka (2016), Coussement et al. (2017), Rodriguez and Da Cunha (2018), Somoza Sanchez et al. (2018), and Wright et al. (2019) identify the lead user theory (von Hippel, 1986; Franke et al., 2006), the resource-based theory of the firm (Barney, 1991), absorptive capacity (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990), and dynamic capabilities (Teece et al., 1997) as major theoretical foundations of market-pull driven big-data innovation. Additionally, Kayser et al. (2018) conceptually derive a phased, systematic innovation process to retrieve value from big data innovation by satisfying existing market needs. However, empirical studies on successful cases of big data innovation pulled by market needs tend to be phenomenological rather than ontological. For big data innovation to tap into opportunities arising from unsatisfied market needs, future research should hence focus on theoretical generalization and operationalization of practical insights.

5.5 Coupling

Coupling as a driver refers to attempts to match market needs on the one side and big data and analytics on the other. Opportunities for coupling are arising in diverse areas such as solving social and environmental problems of developing countries (Chandy et al., 2017), the development of policies to balance economic benefits from casinos and control of gambling addiction (Kim and Lee, 2016), the integration of global supply chains (Sati, 2017), pricing models of insurers (Cather, 2018), risk management of small banks (Dicuonzo et al., 2019), the commercialization of microfinance (Langevin, 2019), decision-supporting systems for agriculture (Duncan et al., 2021), and digital twins (Lim et al., 2020). Purposeful building and recombining of resources and capabilities to sense and seize opportunities in a changing organizational environment are generally captured by the concept of dynamic capabilities (Teece et al., 1997), which is consequently the most prominent theme in the literature on coupling as a driver of big data innovation. Regarding the sensing of opportunities, extant literature suggests spotting patterns of customer behavior (De Luca et al., 2021), deriving insights from customer service (Rejeb et al., 2020), and exchanging rewards for customers’ consent to disclose commercially valuable information (Arthur and Owen, 2019). Seizing opportunities challenges technology and organization (esp. decision making and organizational culture; Saldžiūnas and Skyrius, 2017) and requires ethical and regulatory responsive data governance (Arthur and Owen, 2019). Developing big data innovation capabilities equally requires adaptive knowledge management (Lambrou, 2016) and real-time, data-driven market ambidexterity (De Luca et al., 2021), i.e., appropriate management of the exploitation-exploration tension commonly acknowledged in innovation management (Andriopoulos and Lewis, 2009). To explore emerging opportunities, firms need to embrace the volume, variety, and velocity (3Vs) of big data (Johnson et al., 2017), which will disrupt R&D and innovation management (Blackburn et al., 2017) through big data technology assimilation (Arthur and Owen, 2019; Aboelmaged and Mouakket, 2020) and the ultimate shift towards machine led and machine governed innovation process (Yablonsky, 2019).
Overcoming challenges of coupling is asserted to enable firms to gain a competitive advantage (Prescott, 2016; El-Kassar and Singh, 2019) through improved performance regarding both radical and incremental big data innovation (Mikalef et al., 2019). However, suggestions on how to overcome challenges essentially boil down to a phased big data technology delivery system (Huang et al., 2018) and a big data-based innovation cycle (Lee, 2018) with simultaneous resorting to sources of data, knowledge, and technology external to the focal firm. Consequently, a vast majority of the extant literature on coupling sees the process of big data innovation to take place in the form of co-innovation (Bresciani et al., 2021), open innovation (Prescott, 2016; Del Vecchio et al., 2018; Duncan et al., 2021) or triple helix innovation (Kim and Lee, 2016; Chandy et al., 2017; Huang et al., 2018; Aboelmaged and Mouakket, 2020; Bresciani et al., 2021), within big data innovation ecosystems (Chae, 2019) or innovation networks in general (Lambrou, 2016; Saldžiūnas and Skyrius, 2017; Satī, 2017; Lee, 2018; Liu et al., 2020; Rejeb et al., 2020; De Luca et al., 2021).

In sum, challenges of coupling are abundant, yet opportunities are as well, so the expected gains sound promising. Theoretical fundamentals of this stream of literature are dynamic capabilities, organizational ambidexterity, and open innovation, yet practical suggestions remain rare and generic rather than capable of being acted on. Not surprisingly, surveys reveal that particularly SMEs do not effectively use big data to innovate since two thirds of them do not even use customer relationship management systems (Liu et al., 2020). In accordance with this, a majority of surveyed 5,700 practitioners in manufacturing consider big data to have neither high importance for innovation nor for their business activities (Gradeck et al., 2019).

6 Synthesis

This section employs the framework visualized in Figure 4 to synthesize our findings. Like innovation in general (OECD and Eurostat, 2018), big data innovation is a two-dimensional phenomenon that includes big data innovation as a process and big data innovation as an outcome. The process necessarily precedes the outcome and contains sub-dimensions of driver and locus (the inner right portion of Figure 4). We adopt the suggestion by Crossan and Apaydin (2010), who group the determinants of the innovation process in general at the individual (or leadership), organizational, and business process levels and group the determinants of big data innovation analogously (the inner left portion of Figure 4). All determinants and both dimensions of big data innovation are placed within the environment (the outer portion of Figure 4).

In line with institutional theory (Scott, 2014), the environment exerts isomorphic pressures on big data innovation to align data governance with ethical and legal requirements. While these pressures are common irrespectively of the driver, they particularly hamper open innovation and innovation in networks on the one hand yet promote big data innovation in triple helix constellations on the other (Frizzo-Barker and Chow-White, 2014; van den Broek and van Veenstra, 2018; Arthur and Owen, 2019; Sollins; 2019; von Grafenstein et al., 2019).

At the individual or leadership level, upper echelon theory (Hambrick and Mason, 1984) connects individual characteristics and behavior of executives with organizational outcomes. In context of big data innovation, leadership and managerial power determine big data patent output (Lin et al., 2020), assimilation of big data technology (Akhtar et al., 2019) and, ultimately, the diffusion of the innovation outcome (Ajimoko, 2018). In turn, taking advantage of big data innovation requires hands-on, agile leadership that sifts through opportunities and matches them with aggregated resources and talent (Nayar and Nayar, 2014).
Determinants of big data innovation at the **organizational level** are comparatively well-researched and theoretically well-grounded. In order to sense and seize opportunities in a changing environment, purposeful building and recombining of resources and capabilities (dynamic capabilities; Teece et al. 1997) is as much required as appropriate management of the exploitation-exploration tension (organizational ambidexterity; Andriopoulos and Lewis, 2009) and the ability to identify, assimilate, transform, and apply external knowledge typically scattered over innovation networks (absorptive capacity; Cohen and Levinthal, 1990). In addition, several sources (Prescott, 2016; Sonka, 2016; Ajimoko, 2018; Rodriguez and Da Cunha, 2018; El-Kassar and Singh, 2019; Nuccio and Guerzoni, 2019; Wright et al., 2019; Yamamoto and Lloyd, 2019; Kozak et al., 2021) refer to the resource-based theory of the firm (Barney, 1991) and suggest that big data innovation may provide a source of sustainable competitive advantage.

Organizational process theory (Van de Ven and Poole, 1995) is the major theoretical frame for big data innovation at the **business process level**. Generally, process theory explains how an organization transforms inputs into outputs and how it changes and develops. In this context, big data innovation both challenges and improves decision-making and resource allocation (Sonka, 2016; Saldžiūnas and Skyrius, 2017; Seggie et al., 2017; Troilo et al., 2017; Pricop and Orzan, 2018; Rodriguez and Da Cunha, 2018; Sollins, 2019; Wright et al., 2019; Lim et al., 2020; Duncan et al., 2021).

In terms of **big data innovation as a process**, particularly the literature on market-pull and coupling heavily draws on the lead user theory (von Hippel, 1986; Franke et al., 2006) since lead user groups, user-generated big data, and social media serve as the major source of ideas for new or improved products, services, and business models (Sonka, 2016; Coussement et al., 2017; Fortunato et al., 2017; Dubé et al., 2018; McGregor, 2018; Rodriguez and Da Cunha, 2018; Somoza Sanchez et al., 2018; Trabucchi et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2019; Wright et al., 2019; Masih and Joshi, 2021). References to game theory (McCain, 2010) are not explicit yet conspicuous.
given our findings which indicate that cooperation is the dominant interactive strategy for big data innovation.

At this level of analysis, our review provides clear evidence that big data simultaneously drives the innovation process in multiple ways: as abundant digital raw material with the potential to generate value (resource push), as a market opportunity for big data technologies and analytical tools (big data pull), as a subject to the invention which may eventually be converted into products or services to satisfy latent market needs (technology push), as a stimulus to innovate in response to existing but unsatisfied market needs (market pull), and as a means to match existing market needs with technologies and analytical tools (coupling). The extent to which these drivers are represented in reviewed literature is different, however. Big data innovation exogenously driven by market needs (market pull) is far less frequently elaborated on than big data innovation driven endogenously (resource push, big data pull, and technology push) or dually, by the interplay of exogenous and endogenous factors (coupling; cf. Figure 3).

The process of big data innovation primarily takes place cooperatively, as open innovation, triple helix innovation, or in idiosyncratic networks of actors, including some or all partners, suppliers, users, and competitors. There are several potential explanations for this observation. First, linkages and related recombination of resources, technology, and knowledge that exist beyond a single organization’s boundaries play a fundamental role in the innovation process in general (Savino et al., 2017), which is likely only stressed when it comes to big data innovation in particular. Second, the hypothesis that big data is a non-rivalrous good (OECD, 2015) may hold, so that sharing mere big data (resource push) is a Pareto improvement in which some agents may gain, but no agent will lose. Third, sharing may be a result of competitive failure (Campbell-Hunt, 2000; Markides and Charitou, 2004), in which cooperation is a suboptimal strategy since no competitor can gain competitive or at least comparative advantage yet given that cooperation is followed by virtually all competitors, no competitor can end up having a disadvantage either. Finally, the motive for cooperation with governments (especially but not exclusively in triple helix networks) may particularly be the pressure to align big data governance with legal requirements, or to influence them in the first place.

The diffusion of innovations theory (Rogers, 2003) explains how, why, and at what rate big data innovation as an outcome spread over the categories of adopters (innovators, early adopters, early majority, late majority, and laggards; ibid). On one hand, the diffusion of big data innovations is accelerated by executives’ support (Ajimoko, 2018; Akhtar et al., 2019), positive and active enterprise culture (Troilo et al., 2017; Liu and Liu, 2019), and cloud-based big data applications (Gao et al., 2020). On the other hand, however, the diffusion is slowed down by the mere characteristics of big data (“Vs” such as volume, velocity, and variety; Pricop and Orzan, 2018), security and privacy requirements (Frizzo-Barker and Chow-White, 2014; van den Broek and van Veenstra, 2018; Sollins, 2019; von Grafenstein et al., 2019), and the lack of new, big data-related professions (Iorio et al., 2020). While Trabucchi and Buganza (2020) observe that big data innovation driven by resource push is comparatively less diffused, extant literature remains generally inconclusive about the absolute spread of big data innovations. However, the skepticism of most practitioners being given (Gradeck et al., 2019), it is safe to assume that big data innovation is presently far away from reaching “the chasm” (Moore, 1999), i.e., the critical mass of early majority.
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7 Future Research Directions

The preceding synthesis implies a variety of opportunities for further research on big data innovation, which we present along the elements of Figure 4. At the level of environment, legislation on data governance requires increased attention of both researchers and policy makers to balance social gains and risks of big data innovation, particularly so in healthcare (Frizzo-Barker and Chow-White, 2014). So far, innovation policies have primarily provided incentives for basic research and technology absorption within a state or territory, yet big data innovation requires policy tools that go beyond the national context (cf. Bathelt et al., 2017). Our review has identified very few pieces of research supportive for developing such policy tools, except for Sollins (2019) who suggests iterative review and redesign at the intersection of three distinct objectives (social, economic, and technological) underlying big data innovation.

Determinants at the individual or leadership level seem to be the least researched area of big data innovation. We see two major themes at this level: leadership regarding data governance and ethics, and leadership regarding the management of the exploration-exploitation tension. A firm’s standards of governance and ethics for big data innovation need to be both adaptive and responsive (Arthur and Owen, 2019). However, they also need to go beyond mere legal compliance; not everything that is legal is necessarily considered ethical. As for the exploration-exploitation tension, recent research proves that narcissistic CEOs induce a firm’s emphasis on exploitation to the detriment of exploration (Steinberg et al., 2022), while exactly the latter is associated with big data innovation. Whether neglecting big data innovation as a form of exploration affects narcissistic CEOs only is worth elaborating on. The skepticism of most practitioners towards big data innovation (Gradeck et al., 2019) may namely be inherited from the leadership level rather than built intrinsically.

At the organizational level, innovation is considered a source of competitive advantage (Tushman and O’Reilly, 1996). Extant literature attributes the same potential to big data innovation, yet – except for Prescott (2016) – provides little evidence to support this claim. Unless proprietary, big data technology and analytics will progressively diffuse and may be adopted by any competitor at a certain point. The advantage gained from them may consequently prove erodible and hence temporal rather than sustainable (cf. Carr, 2003). In addition, further research is needed to prove whether big data innovation enables pioneers (cf. Lieberman and Montgomery, 1988) or late movers (cf. Shankar et al., 1998) to gain competitive advantage, and to elaborate on both mediating and moderating factors that affect the relationship between timing and competitive advantage. A case in point is Facebook, in whose business model big data and analytics represent key resources (cf. Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2010). Facebook was a latecomer to the social media market, but it reportedly outperformed pioneers due to the mastery of public relations rather than due to big data and analytics (Press, 2018).

In addition to challenges to resource allocation and decision-making (Chen et al., 2013; Chen and Zhang, 2014; Troilo et al., 2017; Del Vecchio et al., 2018; Wright et al., 2019), researchers’ attention at the business process level deserves the solution of challenges and dilemmas posed to management of big data innovation projects. The fact that big data innovation primarily takes place cooperatively exerts qualitative and quantitative pressures on project stakeholder management. Additionally, time-to-market is critical, yet the progress of big data innovation projects typically depends on the unpredictable achievement of learning events (cf. Dougherty et al., 2013).

Regarding big data innovation as a process, we observe that empirical studies tend to be phenomenological or micro-theoretical rather than ontological and/or practically oriented.
Consequently, there is a need for both theory-building case studies and best practices generalized and operationalized for being acted on, especially when it comes to comparatively neglected purposeful innovation in big data technology and analytics to meet existing but unsatisfied market needs (“market pull”). In addition, our review is limited regarding the subdimensions of the innovation process in the sense that we only elaborate on drivers and loci. We thus particularly postpone research questions related to the subdimension “level”, which outlines interfaces and interactions among the individual, group, and firm innovation processes (Crossan and Apaydin, 2010). Big data innovation requires “unleashing” of individual and group level innovation processes (cf. De Smet and Gagnon, 2018), yet extant literature remains mute about how to federate them at the firm level.

Another recognized limitation of our review is that we refrain from elaborating on big data innovation as an outcome. However, particularly the magnitude of the outcome (i.e., the degree of newness) deserves further research attention. Whereas radical innovations trigger fundamental changes of organizational practices which (may) result in the transformation of individual firms or whole industries, incremental innovations induce marginal changes that primarily reinforce the existing organizational capabilities (Gopalakrishnan and Damanpour, 1997). Several articles in our final sample, especially conceptual ones, claim that big data innovation may represent a source of competitive advantage, and hence imply a radical magnitude. In contrast, our anecdotal impression is that empirical papers rather depict cases of incremental innovation. This is not necessarily inconsistent, however, given the importance of ambidexterity in managing both radical and incremental innovation (Tushman and O’Reilly, 1996; Andriopoulos and Lewis, 2009).

Finally, our paper is limited to reviewing the literature in English only, whereas we collaterally find indications that there is a comparably large body of literature on big data innovation in Mandarin. A review of the literature in Mandarin presented in English seems therefore a promising project for teams staffed with researchers fluent in both languages.

8 Conclusion

In sum, our literature review makes four major contributions. First, it demonstrates an overall simultaneity and diversity of drivers of big data innovation, yet it concomitantly reveals that big data innovation has been so far primarily driven by attempts to generate value from mere data, to improve analytics, or to commonly push data and technology to the market – but not to meet existing market needs unless they can be matched by existing data and technology. Put bluntly, we reveal that the discourse on big data innovation needs to learn market pull from “traditional” innovation management. Existing market needs for the application of big data and analytics have been neither well understood nor well served so far. In the sense of Sondergaard’s analogy (cited in Yablonsky, 2019), the world accumulates the oil of the 21st century and improves combustion engines, yet cars, trucks, boats, stand-alone power generators and other opportunities for their common application and commercialization are still blurred or neglected.

Second, we observe that big data innovation is primarily a cooperative process. This observation does not contradict the fact that we have assigned several articles to the category “closed/ambiguous” (Table 3). These articles neither advocate nor depict big data innovation as a cooperative process, yet they do not explicitly deny its cooperative character either. They simply rather focus on determinants and challenges of big data innovation within an individual firm. For example, Blackburn et al. (2017), Chai and Shih (2017), Liu and Liu (2019), and Yamamoto and Lloyd (2019) underline the need for R&D departments to take advantage of big data. Other articles in this category describe success stories and potential for big data adoption...
from an internal view (Cather, 2018; Arthur and Owen, 2019; Bharati and Chaudhury, 2019) and/or derive normative recommendations (Johnson et al., 2017; Troilo et al., 2017; Mikalef et al., 2019).

Third, we identify and coherently synthesize major theoretical perspectives taken towards big data innovation in extant literature. Although Blackburn et al. (2017, p. 43) have predicted that “big data and big data analytics will have significant implications for R&D and innovation management in the next decade”, our review demonstrates that in fact the opposite is true amid of what the next decade was back then – in the sense that the theoretical lenses of “traditional” innovation management such as dynamic capabilities, absorptive capacity, and organization ambidexterity have framed the research on big data innovation so far. Proprietary theoretical contributions are limited to very few fragmented concepts such as phased innovation process (Kayser et al., 2018), big data technology delivery system (Huang et al., 2018), and big data-based innovation cycle (Lee, 2018). Combined with a lack of focus on existing market needs, this may explain the observation by Zhang et al. (2019) that big data innovation has failed to achieve a big impact anywhere except for the IT industry so far.

Fourth, we identify major directions for future research to build upon our findings, address limitations of our research, expand theory, and replicate our research in another geographic context. Our impression is that the publication activity on big data innovation has increased since this paper went into the publishing process, which supports our assumption that the drop that we observed in 2020-2021 may have been attributable to a temporal shift of research priorities due to the Covid-19 pandemic. In any case, many more exciting studies on big data innovation are warranted and yet to come.
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